Upstairs and Downstairs:
What was the most surprising fact that you found in the exhibit about how our bodies or an animal’s anatomy works?

Upstairs and Downstairs:
If you could have one characteristic of any animal in the exhibit, what would it be? Would you be tall like a giraffe? Flexible like an octopus? Strong like a bull? Why?

Watch this fascinating video and think about how we are all connected...

Can you think of other ways we are similar to animals, inside or out?

What about ways we are different from animals?

We Are All Connected

Safari Explorers Wanted!
Do you enjoy learning everything you can about animals- marine, land, large, small, inside and out? If so, then grab a pencil and become an adventurer on this exciting ANIMAL INSIDE OUT SAFARI!

Use this Safari Guide to explore the exhibit. Keep your eyes peeled for and check off each animal pictured and record your observations.
Remember, DO NOT touch or lean on any exhibit surfaces, even to write down your answers! Carefully read the signs to discover new and interesting insights. Have fun!

LET’S GET STARTED! - 2nd Floor
First, take time to view the NatGeo video and engage your brain with these fascinating animal facts.
Then at each new turn, find the pictured animal and label it in the box provided.

Upstairs:
Find your favorite animal on the 2nd floor and draw it:

Name one similarity you see between that animal and yourself:

Safari Guide

Body Worlds
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Upstairs and Downstairs:
Imagine you could travel like one of the animals in the exhibit (swimming, hopping, running with 2 legs or with 4 legs, flying, etc.). Which would you choose and why?

Upstairs:
Pick one of the specimens on the 2nd floor and write 2 observations about that specimen:
An observation is something that we know because of one of our five senses.

1. 

2. 

Upstairs:
When I saw ___________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
I felt ___________________
_____________________________

Downstairs:
Find your favorite animal on the 1st floor and draw it:

Name one similarity you see between that animal and yourself:

-----------------------------------------------

Downstairs:
Pick one of the specimens on the 1st floor and write 2 inferences about that specimen:
An inference is an educated guess we can make based on observations or past experience.

1. 

2. 

Downstairs:
When I saw ___________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
I felt ___________________
_____________________________